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ALICE dataALICE data

Andronic, Braun-Munzinger, Redlich, Stachel, Nature 561 (2018)  321

binding energies: 



Big-Bang nucleosynthesisBig-Bang nucleosynthesis

Kolb, Turner, The Early Universe, 1990



Saha equationSaha equation

ionization of a gas

equivalently: partition functions

equivalently: chemical potentials

Megh Nad Saha, Phil. Mag. Series 6 40:238 (1920) 472

Saha equation 
= detailed balance 
= law of mass action



Saha equationSaha equation

nuclear equivalent
‘Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium’

mass fraction of nucleus A:

this work:

Kolb, Turner, The Early Universe, 1990



Heavy ion collisions (estimates)Heavy ion collisions (estimates)

chemical freeze-out = 
   number of  (anti-)protons/neutrons etc. constant below Tch

Saha equation/detailed balance:



Heavy ion collisions (estimates)Heavy ion collisions (estimates)

isentropic expansion:

non-relativistic approximation:



Full calculation (Thermal-FIST)Full calculation (Thermal-FIST)

particle decays:

effective chemical potentials:

conservation of yields of stable hadrons:

isentropic expansion:



Full calculation: parametersFull calculation: parameters

estimates



Full calculation: results for dFull calculation: results for d

estimates



Full calculation: results (a)Full calculation: results (a)



Full calculation: results (b)Full calculation: results (b)



Full calculation: results for resonancesFull calculation: results for resonances



ConclusionsConclusions

Saha equation gives natural explanation of agreement of 
thermal model predictions and experimental observations

light nuclei may be formed at any T < Tch !

who can give the answer?
building of clusters (Hagedorn states?)

coalescence

rate equations

transport simulations (cf. D.Oliinychenko et al.)

…

quantum mechanical treatment of creation/decreation of bound 
systems in medium needed



single Hagedorn decay chainsingle Hagedorn decay chain

B,S,Q: averaged according τBSQ(mH)

mH=10 GeV (mH≳4GeV: branchings nearly independent of mH)

(ALICE)



thermal Hagedorn gasthermal Hagedorn gas

2H:
~50% direct

4He
~20% direct

equivalent:
  TH = 152 MeV
   T  = 144 MeV



thermal Hagedorn gasthermal Hagedorn gas

2H:
~50% direct

4He
~20% direct

Hagedorn 
+ stable



Hagedorn and Saha Hagedorn and Saha 

(fixed 
 before decay)

yields do not depend 
on temperature





primordial nucleosynthesisprimordial nucleosynthesis

Kolb, Turner, The Early Universe, 1990



primordial nucleosynthesis: networkprimordial nucleosynthesis: network

Deuterium

here now:

e.g.

Helium
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“Bevalac” nucleosynthesis“Bevalac” nucleosynthesis



LHC nucleosythesisLHC nucleosythesis

law of mass action at work



RateRate

(“kinetic freezeout”)


